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Introduction
In the summer of 2010, CNY Services approached the Center for Community Design Research
(CCDR) at the State University of New York College of Environmental Science and Forestry
(SUNY ESF) for design assistance for three of their adjoining properties on East Genesee Street
in Syracuse, NY. CNY Services serves persons with mental health and substance abuse issues
through outpatient treatment, housing, financial management, forensic mental health and
employment programs. Kim Mann, SRO site supervisor, and Fern Whyland, CNY Services
administrator, hoped for a garden design to actively engage and provide a therapeutic experience
for the resident population. They believed a redesign of the yards could benefit the residents’
mental and physical health and improve the appearance of the property.
Initial Information Gathering
Initial site visits and inventory gathering were done to gather impressions of the site, inventory,
and to speak with residents and staff. Students also did contextual research on mental illness,
substance abuse, and how best to work with this population.
Workshops
Three workshops were held over three months to gain a better understanding of the resident
population, their desires and needs, and to create enthusiasm and interest in the project. The first
workshop was held to introduce residents to the students, what landscape architects do, what
benefits and activities gardens can offer, and to create enthusiasm. The second workshop
engaged residents to think about what they would like to see in their garden. The third workshop
presented three design alternatives created by the students and allowed residents and staff a time
to offer feedback. After the third workshop, a meeting was held with Kim Mann, Fern Whyland,
Maren King, and Jessica Gale to discuss overall process, feasibility of design alternatives, and
moving forward with the project.
Project Objectives
Through research, interaction with CNY Services, and a visioning process, the following
objectives were developed by CCDR student staff:
 Promote community involvement to the greatest extent of residents’ abilities and desire.
 Better understand the issues and stigma people face with mental illness and share
understanding and experience with others.
 Design for good health by creating opportunities to grow fresh produce, engage in the
gardening process, and experience a tranquil environment.
Methods/Approach
After visiting the site and meeting with administration and staff, the following methods were
devised:
 Research on how to engage a community with co-occurring disorders and what
challenges these individuals face.
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Craft community workshops to reflect this research, paying special attention to the
communication skills and abilities.
After each workshop, evaluate the effectiveness of activities and revise future activities
accordingly.
Workshops should try to address what kinds of garden spaces, vegetation, activities, etc
residents would like to encounter in their new yard. However, activities should ultimately
promote enthusiasm and interest.
Use resident and staff feedback to produce three design alternatives. Craft each as models
to use in the final workshops where residents choose their favorite alternative or
elements.
Meet with CNY Services administration and staff to discuss the best viable alternative
and impressions of the design process.
Complete a final design alternative based on resident and administration feedback and
present design documentation to CNY Services
Help with first phase installation and garden care workshops in future.

Research and Context
Site Context and Inventory
The site consists of a communal back yard for three residences on East Genesee St in Syracuse,
NY. This street is one of the main streets running through Syracuse and sees a high amount of
traffic. The residences are located in an area of mainly apartments and multiple family homes.
East Genesee Street has a mix of commercial, residential, and institutional programming, but in
the immediate vicinity it is predominately residential. The three homes have been converted to
accommodate multiple residents in group living. Inside residents have their own rooms in
addition to common areas.
The back yard area is roughly 45’ wide by 90’ long. The front and backyards are mainly turf
except for a few trees and perennials in the front and two Norway maples and a small collection
of perennials in the back. The residents use a variety of seating areas mainly to smoke and talk.
The project over time focused more on the backyard space, which is more actively used by
residents and is more private. It is not a very engaging space; however, it offers a blank slate, a
nice screening of trees, and is quiet. It presented the opportunity to create an “oasis” for
residents—a place of their own.
Students went twice to make observations and collect inventory of the site. This data was
recorded, used to make more accurate base maps, and inform design decisions. During these
times, Fern and Kim both expressed agreement at trying to engage residents in the design
project.
Population Context and Research
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The three residences are home for approximately 54 residents, male and female, who range in
age from their 20s to 70s. Residents have a history of homelessness in addition to co-occurring
disorders—a combination of mental illness and substance abuse. There are 9 staff members who
run the residences and act as informal counselors and advisors to residents. Therapy programs
and medications were encouraged, but specific programs are not held on site.
To understand the resident population better and how best to engage and approach them, the
students did research on the prevalent mental illnesses exhibited by residents, the symptoms and
treatment of them and substance abuse and its treatment. This informed not only how best to
approach, engage, and do activities with residents, it also informed design decisions, and the
creation and ongoing maintenance of the garden.
One of the last key pieces of research the students performed and shared was a literature review
and analysis of case studies for other sites created for people with mental illness and theories of
therapeutic design for the mentally ill. One of the main reference texts was Healing Gardens:
Therapeutic Benefits and Design Recommendations by Clare Cooper Marcus and Marni Barnes
(1999). In addition, local mental health facility administrators were contacted for advice and
information.
One interesting factor in the research accomplished was that there were no examples encountered
that included mentally ill patients or residents in a design process. This presented an opportunity
along with a challenge. First, by engaging residents, the CCDR would be working with a
community population we and others had not attempted to include before. This was exciting and
CCDR staff thought it was important for all residents to participate, not only to create enthusiasm
for the project, but to have their opinions heard and thereby, creating a sense of ownership.
Second, it presented a challenge because this meant there were no precedents for this sort of
design process. However, using our experience with many other communities, utilizing the
research gathered and allowing time after each workshop to reflect and redesign the workshop
process, the CCDR developed a relatively successful process.

The Workshop Process
Workshop One: Intent and Conclusions
The first workshop was the first official introduction of the CCDR staff to the residents. A short
slideshow introduction was given about the CCDR and what landscape architects do. The second
part of the slide show was to introduce or reintroduce residents to what gardens could be like and
what activities they offered. The overall goal was to collect some initial observations of
residents’ reaction to the process and gardens in general and to begin to create enthusiasm and
interest in the project.
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Residents reactions to the activities varied. Several residents were more vocal and expressed
interest and excitement at the idea of having a garden, but on the whole, the group was reserved.
During the activity about a quarter of residents participated. It appeared helpful to demonstrate
how to perform the activity task—and that purely verbal instructions could be confusing. Several
residents came up to staff afterwards, introduced themselves, and expressed approval in the
project. One activity that proved unsuccessful was handing out papers to write and draw favorite
sights, smells, and activities in a garden. A few people drew, but the vast majority seemed
uninterested or overwhelmed by the process. In addition, handing out surveys to staff proved
unsuccessful and very little written feedback was received from staff (although verbally, they
expressed approval in the idea). This can perhaps be contributed to the stress and lack of time in
their workplace.
After the first workshop, it was decided to continue with the dot exercises and to discontinue
activities asking residents to write or draw on their own. The length of presentations and
activities—short—was well timed. Overall, it was concluded a fairly successful first workshop.
Workshop One Outline:
SUNY Center for Community Design Research (CCDR)
Workshop 1 CNY Services
10/7/10
2:40pm
DETAILED PLAN OF ACTIVITIES
Facilitators (students, faculty, and CNY staff/administration) arrive at [time] to set up.
Depending on space, arrange for viewing slides/boards. Have the following materials:
 Posters with printed garden images (same as powerpoint presentation images)
 Sticky dots
 Computer and projector
 Worksheets papers
 Staff Surveys
 Colored pencils, markers, pens
 Clipboards
 Boards and tripods

Workshop Introduction (time-5 minutes, 3:00-3:05)




Have staff introduce Maren and students.
Maren introduce who we are, where we come from/what we do, the project and participatory approach.
Have all residents/staff present introduce selves (Depending on size)

Activity One (time 10-20 minutes, 3:05-3:25)
Purpose of Activity
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To create enthusiasm and interest for project. To get people thinking what a garden could be. To begin to understand
desired attributes of a garden.
Materials
Boards with printed garden images
Sticky dots
Computer and projector [if able to do in space or else will have to print out on boards]
Worksheets papers
Colored pencils, markers, pens
Clipboards
Boards and tripods
Procedure




Students go through slideshow (or boards if need be): sights, smells, sounds, and activities of gardens – that
are of a scale similar to the CNY Services yards. (10 minutes max)
Next pass out materials. Take out boards. Ask residents and staff to put dots (3 or 4 per person) next to
favorite images or write and draw about favorite sights, smells, sounds, or activities in a garden. (10-15
minutes)
Collect papers—or if some people want to continue to work on and give in next meeting, announce that this
is ok too.

Closing Remarks and Thanks (3:25-3:30)




Discuss plan for next meeting: for those who are interested in participating further, we will be holding a
meeting (date, time). We will be doing more activities to understand better what they would like to see in the
garden.
If there are people who cannot attend, but would like to give more input, we will leave papers for them to fill
out.
Give staff extra workshop sheets and staff surveys

Workshop Two: Intent and Conclusions
The second workshop attempted to understand the personal desires and design visions of the
residents. The first activity focused on current conditions on the property—to find out favorite
places and activities and places needing improvement. The second activity encouraged residents
to create collages of images of their favorite garden/yard activities and elements from a range of
images selected by students and printed.
Overall, a majority of the residents participated—surprising the staff. Working in small groups
each with one CCDR staff member, people were more willing to talk and share their opinions.
The directions for the second activity caused some confusion. Choosing 5 images from each
category caused some misunderstandings and perhaps a more free form activity, with no number
limitations, would be more helpful. In addition, it is uncertain whether providing a selection of
specific images either made things simpler or made it limiting. When selecting images, CCDR
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staff tried to select a variety of images without bias, but it is debatable whether this was
accomplished.
Workshop Two Outline:
CNY Services
10/14/2010
3:30-4/4:30
DETAILED PLAN OF ACTIVITIES
Facilitators (students, faculty, and CNY staff/administration) arrive at [time] to set up.
If possible, hold the following activities outside. Can be done inside, but offers opportunity for more interaction.
Bring the following materials:
 Aerial image of site mounted on boards
 Sticky dots
 Markers
 Paper
 Collage images
 Card stock
 Glue sticks
 Pens
 Camera

Workshop Introduction (time-5 minutes)




Have staff introduce Maren and students.
Maren introduce who we are, where we come from/what we do, the project and participatory approach-refresher.
Have all residents/staff present introduce selves (Depending on size/comfort)

Activity One (15 minutes-tops)
Purpose of Activity
To understand current uses of yard spaces and activities that take place there and to get residents thinking about the
existing yards spaces in preparation proposing ideas for what else might occur.
Materials






Aerial image of site mounted on boards
Sticky dots
Markers
Paper
Pens

Procedure (3:05-3:20)


Introduce activity and purpose: to help us understand where you like to hang out in yard--your favorite
places
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Ask residents to place dots or tell students where to place dots on favorite places, ask residents what like to
do there, and perhaps, if can answer, ask why. Give an example, if I lived here, I might like to sit here and
read, because I like to sit in the sun. (Do one at a time or have whole group come up?)
Make sure students record responses-have one or two recorders set up—one writing on photo, one
recording on paper/computer general comments

Activity Two (15-25 minutes, each section 5-10 min)
Purpose of Activity
To have residents share, in more detail, what sort of materials/forms would like to see in garden, through collage
work
Materials







Collage images
Card stock
Glue sticks
Pens
Paper
Camera

Procedure










If one person can be spared, have someone record interactions and dialogues during activity.
Introduce activity and purpose. We will be making collages—where you put different photos together that
you like. We will be making collages of favorite images of plants, built structures and forms, and activities
you would like to see in the garden.
We will start with what sort of plants you like—what colors, textures, and types of plants. Give example,
for instance, “I like marigolds because of their bright colors and roses because of the way they smell, etc.”
Demonstrate as give example and continue to work on your collage with them. (5-10 minutes, make sure
people have enough time, but keep moving)
Now, we will make a collage about what built structures and forms you like. Give example, for instance, “I
like raised beds, so I can sit on the wall and garden and I like more curving shapes when I make flower
beds, etc.” Demonstrate as give example and continue to work on your collage with them. (5-10 minutes,
make sure people have enough time, but keep moving)
Lastly, we will make a collage about what activities you like in a garden/yard setting. Give example, for
instance, “I like to read outside because I enjoy the sitting in the sun and I like to plant flowers, etc.”
Demonstrate as give example and continue to work on your collage with them. (5-10 minutes, make sure
people have enough time, but keep moving)
Lay out collages, explain that going to take pictures of them so we can include the ideas in our design
drawings. They can keep and hang up collages made.

Closing Remarks and Thanks



Discuss plan for next meeting: we will be bringing design alternatives based upon residents/staff input and
invite them to come and help discuss and choose the alternatives they like best.
Collect any staff surveys and worksheets from last workshop and clean up.

Workshop Three: Intent, Process, and Conclusions
After the first and second workshops, three design alternatives were developed by Nicole
Mihevic and Jessica Gale. Models were created for the third workshop where they would be
shared with residents and their opinions on the design elicited.
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For workshop three, after general introductions and an explanation of the activity and purpose
that day, the residents were broken up into three groups and each table had one CCDR staff
member working with them along with Fern and Kim rotating through. A model was placed at
each table. CCDR staff explained the different features and the design intent and then began a
discussion with residents about what they liked and did not like about the designs. After several
minutes, the other models were rotated until residents at each table had a chance to see all three
models and comment on them. At the end, resident were asked to put stickers on posters of the
three design alternatives of their favorite elements of the designs.
This was the most successful workshop. Residents were more alert, involved, and vocal than the
other workshops. They shared stories about gardening and seemed excited at the possibilities of
their backyard. CNY Services staff were also excited and appreciative of the designs. Using
models of the backyard space evoked the strongest response thus seen. (A poster illustrating the
three model alternatives is included at the end of this document.)
Post Workshop Meeting
After the workshop process was complete, Jessica and Maren met with Fern and Kim to discuss
the overall process and moving forward with the design. Fern and Kim expressed satisfaction
with the process and the designs. They felt that by involving residents, it gave them a sense of
connection and higher self worth. They discussed how a garden is an opportunity to add
structure, responsibility and routine for residents and how this can lead to positive behavioral
changes (which they believed they were already seeing in one particular resident).
One design alternative was chosen during the meeting with the support of Kim and Fern and
after discussing residents’ reactions to the designs. Further discussion centered on particular
elements, feasibility, and getting the donation and building process going.
The Final Design
The final design used the general concepts and layout of the selected model design. Finishing the
design involved modifying the layout to improve flow on the site and more careful consideration
of the changing grade on the site. The planting beds evolved into different themed spaces
including scent, woodland shade, edible, display, and native gardens. (The final documents show
the final conceptual details, layout, and plant and material choices are included at the end of this
document.)
Implementing the Design
The final package was delivered to staff of CNY Services in March 2011. The staff expressed
enthusiasm, thanks, and excitement to take the project to the next level of funding, final
construction documents, and building. In addition, future opportunities of study were mentioned.
CNY Services monitors residents’ behavior and keeps a weekly record. Both CNY Services and
CCDR staff agreed there was great potential in performing Post-Occupancy Evaluations,
including studying whether behavior is modified due to access to garden spaces.
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Conclusions










Certain forms of mental illness, like Schizophrenia, cause delusions that can make the
person seem nonsensical. However, what we experienced with residents was a desire to
speak, be heard, and engage with others. With careful listening and directed,
conscientious questions, a lot can be learned and a sense of commitment fostered.
When engaging individuals with mental illness, it is best to keep activities short, succinct,
and simple. Distraction and confusion are common challenges.
People communicate in different ways and this is more apparent in communities with
mental illness. Workshops were crafted allowing for a variety of ways to share thoughts.
One successful activity involved making photo collages of things residents desired to see
in the garden. A majority participated in this activity and shared why they chose certain
images.
Time between workshops should be kept short. Not only does this help with memory and
interest, it implies commitment and fosters trust towards the design team.
Models and hands-on activities are excellent for engagement. The most popular
workshop by far was the last when the design alternatives were presented. Not only could
residents visualize the new potential of their yard, but see, touch, and interact with the
designs.
The most satisfying accomplishment of the process, which the administration pointed out
in the final meeting, was the change in behavior exhibited by some of the residents and
specifically “Chris.” The staff noted “Chris” had more issues anger and outbursts
previously. Although his behavior had already been improving, staff members were
delighted to see how much more focused and calm he had become when they began
talking about and planning for the garden. In addition, they believe our dedication and
activities not only created enthusiasm for the project, but enhanced feelings of self-worth
and trust in the residents.
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The Design Process: Three Models for CNY Services
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After each workshop, reflections were written and then discussed amongst CCDR staff. These reflections and observations during workshops informed the garden designs. The activities revealed general trends—likes and dislikes—of residents. Difficulty of communication and the
barriers of residents’ illness made it difficult to say for certain what their opinions might be. The trends suggested that a multi-use space—with areas for gathering in groups or sitting privately were essential. Residents responded well to bright and varied images of flowers and
plants. And several expressed interest in growing several types of particular vegetables.
Jessica and Nicole took these observations and current and projected uses to create design goals/programming which then informed their design alternatives:
-open green space for large gatherings and activities
-several alternative small group and private space for people to congregate, sit, and eat
-edible garden that included different height beds so people of all ages and abilities could garden
-a planting plan that is diverse, rich, ecologically sensitive, and non-toxic
-create spaces that support a variety of passive to active outdoor activities

Garden Design
for CNY Services
Group Residence

SUNY College of Environmental Studies and Forestry
Center for Community Design Research
Prepared by: Jessica Gale, Nicole Mihevic, and Maren King
Spring 2011
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Very visible part of garden. Has opportunities for many people to be involved in planting,
building veggie boxes, weeding, watering, etc. Annual food crops create immediate satisfaction
at the end of the growing season. Tool shed is a visual focal point and encourages participation.
Work can be done by volunteers and residents.

2nd Phase

The second phase focuses on plantings. Little construction or regrading necessary. Creates a
border for the yard. Work can be done by volunteers and residents.

3rd Phase

The heaviest construction phase and most expensive. Will require professional expertise.

4th Phase

The last and least necessary component of the garden, the pergola, will require professional
expertise with some volunteer help.
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Note: Existing grades are uncertain and need to be surveyed for accurate
construction documents. Suggestions are based upon basemap provided by
CNY Services, slope measurements taken on site, and observations.
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